PHOENIX LIGHTS 2017 - THE BIGGEST EDM FESTIVAL ARIZONA HAS EVER SEEN!
Tucsonans, Phoenicians, and Flagstaffites! Be sure to come to Arizona’s premiere upcoming music event, PHX Lights! Located at Margaret T. Hance park in the heart of downtown Phoenix, this is a can’t miss event. Music, culture, and fun are all going to converge for this special occurrence. Featuring the best lineup yet, PHX Lights has road warriors, Tiësto, Above and Beyond, and Alesso as headliners, as well as other EDM studs like Griz and Zed’s Dead. The Arizona EDM scene has grown immensely in the past few years, and PHX Lights this year is the logical conclusion of that. The prestige and popularity of this festival mean that prices will likely continue to go up, so be sure to get your tickets while you still can. No matter what kind of music fan you are, this is going to be a one-of-a-kind experience!

PHOENIX LIGHTS AFTERPARTY LINEUP
KEYS N KRATES / GRIZ / ILLENIUM / CRYWOLF / CRIZZLY / HANNAH WANTS / JOSH WINK / PIG&DAN / MORE TBA
CLICK HERE FOR TICKETS [3]